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Review

Cupcakes and more cupcakes! Kids will love trying to make a delicious cupcake all by themselves. The
book begins with thorough instructions on how to prepare and execute the baking process to make
yummy treats. There are symbols that are easy for kids to understand along with tips to be successful
along the way. Kitchen supplies, lists of ingredients, and proper technique are laid out simply so that
any kid can try their hand at cupcake making. The book is filled with delicious cupcakes and frosting
choices that any kid will be happy to make and eat!
Cool Cake Mix Cupcakes is an excellent recipe book for children of all ages! The book is set up for a
beginning baker to learn the proper techniques, process, and everything they would ever need to
bake their own cupcakes. There are loads of recipes that are simple. While this is a small book of
cupcake recipes, it is easy and any early learning baker will be happy for the directions to start the
process. This book is full of opportunities for parents to spend time with their kids in the kitchen and
to learn with them at the same time.
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